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cardiology and neurology. In specific, PET image provides the distribution of the administered radiotracer in order to evaluate the blood flow, metabolism, protein synthesis, gene expression and others. During scanning, the PET image is acquired through the process of detecting coincident events that hit the two detectors within a timing window. Thus the lines of response (LOR) that connects the two detectors are recorded. The collected data acquired from each LOR is arranged in a histogram known as 'sinogram' according to radial distance and view angle directions. The PET image is then reconstructed from the obtained sinogram. Commonly used reconstruction method is filtered-backprojection (FBP) reconstruction algorithm. In most cases, the FBP reconstructed PET image is of low quality due to Poisson distributed noise that characterises the sinogram. The reconstructed PET image becomes very noisy as the count of the sinogram decreases. This implies that low statistics sinogram generates noisy PET image. Although FBP reconstruction method is simple and direct, this method amplifies the noise due to the use of Ramp filter in this technique (Farquhar, Chinn, Hoh, Huang, & Hoffman, 1997). Noise smoothing thus can be performed either in the image (post-reconstruction) or in the sinogram domain (pre-reconstruction) or during iterative statistical based reconstruction process. Examples of iterative algorithms are Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization (MLEM) and Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) methods. However, pre-reconstruction sinogram smoothing has the advantage over post-reconstruction image smoothing based on several justifications. The fact that the sinogram is Poisson distributed has led to many sinogram based filters being proposed in the literature that deal with Poisson noise (Balda, Hornegger, & Heismann, 2012) , (Bian et al., 2013) , (Demirkaya, 2002) , (Happonen, 2005) , (Li et al., 2004) , (Kachelriess, Watzke, & Kalender, 2001) . By contrast, the noise distribution in the image domain is relatively unknown as the PET data has been 'manipulated' over the reconstruction process. Besides, FBP reconstructed PET image is also affected by noise induced artifacts. Filtering the image after reconstruction using any edge based preserving filters can further enhance the artefacts and the edges, further deteriorating the quality of the image (Manduca et al., 2009 ). Moreover, filtering in the sinogram domain is computationally efficient, requires less modification in the current machine configurations and generates uniform and isotropic sampling resolutions in the reconstructed image (Li et al., 2004) .
The common filtering technique used in the sinogram domain is radial filtering. Radial filtering is independent filtering along the radial projections of the sinogram (Andia, 2003) . By contrast, angular filtering; that is filtering across the projections re-sults in non-uniform tangential blurring on the reconstructed image. However, (Andia, 2003) and (Stearns, 1994) justified that 2D filtering process on the sinogram which involves angular components is still viable. Sinogram based filters have been proposed for PET, CT and SPECT data. In particular for PET data, several algorithms have been proposed (Stearns, 1995) , (Demirkaya, 2002) , , (Han et al., 2007) , (Peltonen, Tuna, & Ruotsalainen, 2012) and (Alrefaya & Sahli, 2013) . (Alrefaya & Sahli, 2013) implemented an adaptive probabilistic nonlinear denoising approach where the edge stopping function is based on the edge probability of a pixel under the assumed Poisson noise content. The performance of the proposed sinogram filter was tested on iterative OSEM reconstruction method but not FBP reconstruction method.
In our previous work, we used the pre-filtered sinogram in order to guide the registration between PET and CT images (Mokri et al. 2015) . In this paper, our method tries to improve the quality of PET images when FBP or OSEM is utilised and to investigate its performance over standard methods that do not utilise pre-reconstruction sinogram filtering. This includes comparison of proposed FBP against different variations of FBP that are standard. It also includes comparison of proposed OSEM against maximum likelihood Expectation Maximization Ordered Subset (OSEM) (Hudson & Larkin, 1994) as well as Bayesian maximum a posterior (MAP) OSEM that incorporates a median root prior term (OSEM-MRP) (Alenius & Ruotsalainen, 1997) . The prior term is introduced to reduce the noise and preserve the edges specifically for OSEM based reconstruction method. Note that in this paper, we do not compare the performance between FBP and OSEM reconstruction methods but to signify the improvement on the quality of the reconstructed images using both methods when pre-reconstruction sinogram filtering is considered. Following to the fact that the sinogram is enriched with curved features, and the median filter is best at preserving edges, we propose to use a 3D mean-median filter to allow smoothing and edge enhancement at the justifiable regions controlled by an edge stopping value in each sinogram point. Our method is based on the use of dedicated 3D directional and bow tie shaped masks to estimate the mean and the median values.
II. METHODOLOGY
In general, an effective denoising filter is the type of filter that reinforces smoothing and edge preservation at the appropriate regions according to the local information at those regions. These two requirements become the bases of our designed sinogram filter. Importantly, the designed filter must also be able to compensate or at least, minimises the effects of angular artifacts in the reconstructed image especially for low count sinogram when FBP reconstruction method is considered. In lieu to this, we propose to use hybrid mean-median filter that utilises the benefits of having median and mean filtering all at once at every sinogram point to ensure correct edge preservation and smoothing of uniform regions. In this scheme, the approximated median value acts as the enhancement operator, while the mean value takes the role as the smoothing operator. Median filtering is dominant at the edges while mean filtering works extensively at the uniform regions. Simultaneous dual filtering process is carried out by first, defining a control parameter in every point in the sinogram. This parameter is derived according to the local gradient information of that point after the sinogram is filtered with Gaussian kernel. Let us denote that 3D sinogram which is a stack of 2D sinograms as where is the radius (radial projection), is the angle and is the slice. We refer to value a point in the sinogram as "intensity". Then, we define a control parameter at every point in the sinogram that is calculated as: (1) where is the gradient, is the Gaussian kernel with standard deviation and is a constant. The gradient is a 3D gradient of the Gaussian smoothed sinogram calculated as: (2) where , and are the first order derivatives of the Gaussian smoothed sinogram with respect to , and respectively. Note that the complemented value of ( is high at edge regions while it is relatively low at flat regions. Thus, this value is used to control the level of smoothing and enhancement on each sinogram point where extensive smoothing will be applied at flat regions while less smoothing is ensured at edge regions. Based on value, each point in the sinogram is grouped into 2 regions. In Region 1, only mean filtering is performed while in Region 2, simultaneous mean and medial filtering processes are carried out. Thus, a threshold value is chosen to separate these two regions as shown in Fig. 1 . In this figure, each point in the sinogram where is grouped into Region 1 while the rest are grouped into Region 2. The rationale to have this segregation is to make sure that the proposed filter is adaptive to the different levels of counts (SNR) of sinogram datasets. High count sinogram requires or a lower value in order to preserve highly important structures while low count sinogram requires a higher value so that extensive smoothing is required to suppress the noise.
In Region 1 where total mean filtering is performed, two different sizes of 3D masks are utilised. These masks are designed in a way to minimise angular artifacts in the reconstructed image. We fabricate two 3D bow tie shaped masks as shown in Fig. 2 to compute the mean values. By comparison, Mask A provides higher degree of smoothing than Mask B. We estimate the mean value of Mask A at (angular vs. radial) plane and (slice vs. radial) plane. Thus we have and where and stand for (angular vs. radial) and (slice vs. radial) plane respectively. Here, includes the th, th and th slices while includes the th, th and th components. Overall, is computed as in Equation (3). A similar computation is carried out for as in Equation (4).
For points that belong to Region 1, their values are replaced with:
where,
The above formulation is introduced to allow for gradually decreasing smoothing as value increases. Note that at , vast smoothing by Mask A is imposed. Between , the impact of smoothing by Mask A is slowed down by incorporating the contribution of Mask B. Then, at the points where is closer to , the smoothing is dominated by Mask B. As for Region 2 points, simultaneous mean and median filtering process is carried out and their values are replaced with:
Both and are also estimated at both and planes and they are calculated from eight directional masks applied on each sinogram point. These masks are shown in Fig. 3 as seen at angular vs. radial plane. In these masks, the black dot is the considered sinogram point. The similar masks are used at slice vs. radial plane. The directional masks represent the localities of a sinogram point and they are designed by including more radial components than angular components so that angular blurring artifacts in the reconstructed image could be reduced.
Note that there are number of components that constitute each directional mask. This number is decided after initially testing standard 2D/3D mean and median filters on the tested sinogram. It is found that standard mean filter produces FBP reconstructed image with the highest SNR. Therefore, the directional masks are designed using 75 components (25 in each slice). Each of the directional mask , represents a group of neighbours to the centre point where each group is selected according to the orientation angle of 0 , 15 , 45 , 75 , 105 , 135 and 165 centred at the centre point. Out of these masks, we try to find the most relevant group (mask) with respect to the centre point in terms of intensity closeness/coherency criteria. Therefore, we estimate the intensity closeness criteria from each mask and reward each of them with the appropriate weight. First, to estimate at angular vs. radial plane, we apply every directional mask on the considered point and assign the appropriate weight to each mask based on 2 measures. The first measure estimates the local standard deviation of each group (mask) and bigger weight is assigned to the mask with smaller standard deviation value. Weight that corresponds to this measure is calculated as in Equation (8) . is the standard deviation spread. (8) The second measure is the absolute difference between the mean and the median values of each group (mask)
. Similarly, bigger weight is assigned to the mask with lower mean-median absolute difference. The corresponding weight then can be computed as in Equation (9) where is the mean-median absolute difference while is the count spread. The accumulated weight for each mask is calculated in Equation (10). 
Finally, is calculated as the weighted average of collective medians from the directional masks depending on the accumulated weights. Let say is the median of the -th directional mask grouped in an array . Then for each we assign the corresponding weights and the weighted median is then calculated as in Equation (11). (11) A similar procedure is done to estimate at slice vs. radial plane. The final is then calculated following to Equation (12) .
Likewise, is calculated according to Equation (13) where and are calculated as the weighted average of the collective means from the directional masks using a similar approach. The reason of estimating, , , and based on a weighted scheme rather than choosing a single mask with the best weight is again, to ensure smooth and gradual changes of the sinogram intensity values with decreasing value. An abrupt intensity change in the sinogram will create tangential streaks at the reconstructed image particularly at the boundary between high intensity region and low intensity region. Thus, in the proposed sinogram filter, the parameters need to be defines are , , , and .
III. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

A. Simulations
The proposed filter is tested on simulated sinogram of NCAT phantom (Segars, 2003) . The NCAT phantom is an anthropomorphic software phantom based on Computed tomography (CT) patient data. This program produces radiopharmaceutical emissions and linear attenuation coefficients images. In this study, only region covering the thorax is considered that contains the lungs, the heart and the liver. To generate the emission image, suitable radioactivity concentrations (activity map) are defined for different organs in the parameter file. A spherical lesion of 20 mm diameter is also added to the left lung region using the NCAT program. Its intensity is set to 8 times of the lung intensity. In addition, to analyse lesion detectability, we also simulate spherical lesions of 10 mm and 15 mm in diameter. The average image of the emission image over normal respiratory cycle of 5s is used in this study to generate the PET sinogram. The dimension of the volume is , spacing cm . Table I . SNR 3D stands for the signal to noise ratio calculated for the whole slices with respect to the noiseless sinogram while SNR 2D is the average of the signal to noise ratio computed for a single slice sinogram. Fig. 4 shows the simulated sinogram dataset , sinogram dataset , sinogram dataset and sinogram dataset using ASIM simulator.
B. Results and Discussions
First, we compare the efficiency of the proposed algorithm in minimising angular artifacts in the reconstructed image after FBP reconstruction with Hanning filter (optimal cutoff frequency 0.7), median filter and mean filter. We tested first on a simple square image. The results are shown in Fig. 5 . Visually, it is observed that the reconstructed image using Hanning-FBP is noisy with no angular artifacts. Both standard mean and median filters have nicely smoothed the reconstructed images but the angular artifacts are significant. The image filtered with median filter is noisy at flat region but the edge is clear. By contrast, the image filtered with mean filter shows uniform blurring. Also, this figure verifies the workability of the filter to minimise angular artifacts as well as smooth the flat region and preserve the edge structures. This is due to the fact that the proposed filter uses directional masks to estimate the local statistics of the considered sinogram point that leads to better estimation of the mean and the median values. The reconstructed image using dataset is also compared with images reconstructed with FBP when filtered with two edge preserving filters, namely bilateral filter (Tomasi & Manduchi, 1998)-BF and anisotropic diffusion filter (Perona & Malik, 1990) -ADF. In sinogram bilateral filtering, the half size of the Gaussian filter window is set to 3, the spatial domain standard deviation is 5 and the intensity standard deviation is 0.1. Meanwhile, in anisotropic diffusion filter, the gradient modulus threshold that controls the conduction is set to 200 with 4 iterations. The reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 6 for different slice images. It is observed that the BF produces significant blurring artifacts in the reconstructed images as expected as this filter is based on a pre-determined 3D window that includes angular components. A similar condition also affects the image reconstructed using ADF filter. Note that the blurring artifacts are more significant at regions away from the center of the field of view.
Then, we visually compare the images using the proposed sinogram filter with Hanning-FBP (optimal cutoff frequency 0.7) and Ramp-FBP using , , and datasets. In Fig. 7 , Ramp-FBP and Hanning-FBP reconstructed images are very noisy with Ramp-FBP constructs comparatively low quality images. By contrast, the proposed filter improves the quality of the FBP reconstructed PET images in terms of noise smoothing, edge preservation and minimisation of angular blurring artifacts. Therefore, it is concluded that the designed filter has sufficiently achieves the set objectives of the filter design. Next, we investigate any improvements made by the filter when iterative statistical based reconstruction OSEM and OSEM-MRP are used. Thus, four reconstructed images are compared based on OSEM, Proposed-OSEM, OSEM-MRP and Proposed OSEM-MRP. Specifically, Proposed-OSEM is OSEM based reconstruction wherein the sinogram is pre-processed using the proposed filter. Similar interpretation is defined for Proposed OSEM-MRP. In OSEM-MRP reconstruction, the parameters are set as 14 iterations, 10 subsets while the median filter window size is and the prior weight is set to 0.5. In order to perform comparable comparison, OSEM algorithm is also implemented using 14 iterations and 10 subsets. On the other hand, Proposed OSEM-MRP is implemented using the same setting as in OSEM-MRP but the median filter window size is . Similar parameters as in OSEM are defined for Proposed-OSEM. Note again that a lesion of 20 mm diameter that is located at the left lung region (see Fig. 7 ) is simulated in the reconstructed image. The lesion is used to evaluate the related contrast measures of the image. Here, the region of interest (ROI) is the lesion while the background is the lung region. The reconstructed images are visually shown in Fig. 8 for , , and datasets. Overall, the figure shows that the quality of the images reconstructed using OSEM and OSEM-MRP can be improved by pre-filtering the sinogram with the proposed filter in the sense of noise suppression. OSEM reconstructed images are very noisy due to high iterations used especially for low count dataset . On the other hand, OSEM-MRP iterative method is good in enhancing the edges of the reconstructed images.
To examine further iterative reconstruction methods, we plot the contrast recovery coefficient (CRC) of the simulated lesion (size 20 mm) versus the background (the lung region) noise standard deviation (Hsu, 2002) for dataset as in Fig. 9 . In this figure, the CRC is plotted against the noise standard deviation calculated at each iteration cycle. Note that the tumor to background ratio (TBR) is 8:1. Overall, Proposed OSEM-MRP and Proposed OSEM show better performance in terms of CRC gain with fixed background noise at each iteration compared to OSEM-MRP and OSEM. Proposed OSEM and Proposed OSEM-MRP have almost comparable performance while OSEM has the worst CRC. It generates noisy images with significant background noise as the iteration increases.
In Fig. 10 , the accuracy of the iterative reconstruction methods along with the iteration is examined in terms of normalised mean squared error (NMSE) with respect to the OSEM reconstructed noise free image originated from the noise free sinogram. The accuracy of Proposed OSEM and Proposed OSEM-MRP are higher than OSEM-MRP and OSEM. OSEM-MRP and OSEM reach optimum accuracy after two iterations but the accuracy decreases afterwards with the NMSE of OSEM is significantly worsen (exceeds 1). Note that the NMSEs of both Proposed OSEM-MRP and OSEM converge to minimum value. This implies that the noise does not increase in proportion to the number of iteration while MRP regulariser enhances the edges and important structures in the images.
Quantitatively, we measure the SNR per slice of the reconstructed images using all FBP and iterative reconstruction methods with respect to the reconstructed image from the noise free sinogram. We use the noise free sinogram and reconstruct the noise free images with FBP and OSEM as standards. In case of OSEM and OSEM-MRP, the images are reconstructed using optimal parameters (2 iterations and 10 subsets) as determined from the plot in Fig. 10 . Hanning-FBP is implemented using cut-off frequency 0.7. The results are tabulated in Table II . Here, the symbol " " indicates percentage improvement of the Proposed OSEM-MRP with respect to OSEM-MRP and Proposed FBP with respect to Hanning-FBP. From Table II , it is clearly shows that the proposed filter has substantially outperforms the conventional Ramp-FBP, Hanning-FBP, OSEM and OSEM-MRP reconstruction methods in terms of noise smoothing for all sinogram datasets. In , the SNR is greatly increased using Proposed FBP compared to Hanning FBP, thus we only assign-as the percentage improvement. Here, for low count sinogram, Proposed OSEM-MRP improves the OSEM-MRP by almost 200% while 18% improvement is achieved for high count sinogram. Significant improvement is obtained by FBP reconstruction by using the proposed filter pre-reconstruction.
In terms of local smoothing, we compute the local SNR of an ROI of Fig. 11 . Local SNR is defined as the local mean divided by the local standard deviation of the ROI. The results are tabulated in Table III . The results justify the efficiency of the proposed filter to reduce noise in the reconstructed image. Again, the proposed filter has improved the quality of the images in terms of SNR for FBP, OSEM and OSEM-MRP reconstruction methods.
To measure the contrast in the image, the standard contrast to noise ratio (CNR) is also calculated based on the simulated lesion and background ROIs in Fig. 12 using the following equation (14) where is the mean of the pixels inside the ROI while is the mean of pixels in the background. and are the variance of the ROI and the background respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 13 . For both analytical and iterative reconstruction methods, the use of the proposed filter results in higher CNR due to effective noise smoothing that it offers.
In terms of lesion detectability, we show the reconstructed images with different lesion sizes (10 mm, 15 mm and 20 mm) in diameter located at the lung for all reconstruction methods for dataset. They are shown in Fig. 14-Fig. 16 . Here, OSEM and OSEM-MRP reconstructions are carried out using the optimal iteration (2 iterations). Visually, the proposed sinogram filters facilitates better identification of the lesion for all sizes even in low count sinogram dataset. The small lesion of 10 mm diameter is almost unidentified for Ramp-FBP, Hanning FBP, OSEM and OSEM MRP.
The local CNR versus iteration (Karali, Pavlopoulos, Lambropoulou, & Koutsouris, 2011) is also plotted for each iterative reconstruction method for different lesion size in Fig. 17-Fig. 19 . Local CNR is defined as the difference between the simulated lesion region of interest (ROI) mean value and the background ROI mean value relative to the noise standard deviation of the background (ROI). From this figure, it is shown that Proposed OSEM-MRP always produces images with the highest local CNR for the entire iterations while Proposed OSEM generates slightly lower local CNR than Proposed OSEM-MRP as the iteration increases. OSEM reconstruction method is general produces the lowest local CNR image.
Finally, we use synthetic image to examine the edge preservation capability of the proposed filter. This image imitates two high intensity lesions located in the lungs. Fig. 20 shows the results. We only choose Hanning-FBP and OSEM-MRP for comparison. The 1D line profile is the horizontal line crossing the center of the image. The line profiles of the proposed filter using FBP and OSEM-MRP are closer to the noise free image. As usual, conventional Hanning-FBP and OSEM-MRP produce images that are noisy at uniform region as shown by the spikes. The edge enhancement in image reconstructed using Proposed FBP can be further improved using Proposed OSEM-MRP as can be seen in Fig. 20(e) .
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we show the applicability of a 3D based meanmedian filter in improving the quality of the reconstructed PET images using standard FBP, OSEM and OSEM-MRP reconstruction methods. The proposed filter that works in the PET sinogram aims to fulfil three objectives which are smoothing at flat region, preserving the edges and minimising artefacts angular blurring artefacts. We have shown the improvements made by the filter as compared to simple 3D mean and median filters in reducing the angular artifacts and acknowledge its superiority over these two filters. In addition, comparison with standard edge preserving filters such as bilateral filter and anisotropic diffusion filter using the most noisy sinogram data also shows that both filters are incapable to minimise angular artifacts in the images. The proposed filter has not only improves the FBP but also iterative OSEM and OSEM-MRP statistical based reconstruction methods through quantitative and qualitative evaluations. Furthermore, the edge enhancement capability of the Proposed FBP can be refined by using OSEM-MRP method. ACKNOWLEDGMENT S. S. Mokri would like to acknowledge the study leave granted by Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia.
